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LONG-TERM SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES

1% The long-range scientific interests of this work are in the geology of the ocean floor,
particularly the processes controlling the generation and modification of oceanicc• • lithosphere and their effects on abyssal morphology and character. Remote sensing
acoustic optical instrumentation continues to play a fundamental role in determining the
shape and nature of the seafloor. Therefore, understanding what the data from survey
instrumentation are truly telling us about the seafloor morphology and structure is a major
scientific objective.

] -R PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The research objectives are to compare the practical resolution of available marine
O• geological/geophysical survey systems and determine which tools are most applicable for

studying different types and scales of morphological problems. This involves
determining the maximum amount of information it is possible to obtain from each tool
by comparing its data with finer-scale knowledge obtained from higher resolution
systems at the same location. The approach here is to analyze, when possible, actual
representation of teh geology produced by the survey systems, rather than relying solely
on theoretical resolutions based on system engineering parameters.

RESULTS

A variety of deep sea survey instruments (including GLORIA, SeaMARC II, Sea Beam,
Deep-Tow, profiling sonars, camera sleds, and submersibles) provides a wide range of
options in terms of swath widths, resolutions, sensor systems, and other capabilities, each
with its own advantages and disadvantages. The ability of a given system to detect or
represent seafloor features and character varies significantly both between systems and

IV between types of feature. Resolution increases significantly with proximity to the target,
~ • so near-bottom systems provide the best representations. In general it is possible to

U, a interpret linear features to a finer resolution than equant ones of a constant minimum
o' horizontal dimension. Comparison with the practical resolutions determined by

evaluating coincident data sets show that the theoretical resolutions based on the desig
"' i and geometry are generally a substantial overestimate of the level of detail one can
2i actually expect to observe in the final images produced from the data. These theoretical
. values are useful in determining relative quality of different systems. One must,
1~ •• however, be careful not to overestimate systems abilities based on them when selecting a

tool for attempting to address a particular problem which requires information at a
particular set of scales. For these purposes, the resolution based on actual comparisons of
multisensor and multiscalar data provide the best starting point. Only once it is
established that a certain set of systems is capable of providing the required degree of
detail should emphasis be placed on swath coverage, survosd, an~ost.2 4 1 2 1
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